
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• Apollo Global Management Inc. considers an increase to its US$2.5billion takeover bid for  

Great Canadian Gaming Corp, but could walk away if it fails to get shareholder approval at the 
upcoming meeting. The move to increase the bid comes as their initial offer has run into some 
shareholder opposition. 

• Canadian real estate brokerage Royal Lepage is predicting a 5.5% increase in home prices in 2021 
due to the unexpectedly strong growth in 2020 led by a shortage of properties on the market and 
record interest rates. Projections are at odds with other projections which show a decline in 2021.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• The first shipment of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine has arrived at the Mirabel airport in Montreal. 

Quebec to be the first to vaccine starting in a long-term care home in Montreal and the other in a 
long-term care home in Quebec City.

• Montreal health authorities say the situation at Lakeshore General Hospital’s ER is stable after it 
asked the local residents to avoid its ER due to overcrowding. The request is no longer in effect.  
To limit spread due to proximity, some ER patients have been transferred to modular building.

USA NEWS
• Cargo planes and trucks with the first U.S. shipments of the COVID-19 vaccine fanned out from 

Fedex and UPS hubs in Tennessee and Kentucky, on route to distribution centers across the country. 
Inoculations could begin sometime Monday.

• Stocks with biggest moves in premarket: Alphabet suffered widespread outages on many Google 
services this morning for unknown reason, bringing shares slightly lower. Pfizer shares up 1.4% with 
approval news and EA announced acquisition of UK based videogame maker Codemasters.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• UK government begins talks with French energy giant, EDF, about construction of a new £20 billion 

nuclear plant in Suffolk. The site is set to generate 3.2 gigawatts of electricity, enough for 7% of UK’s 
energy needs. The initiative is said to support 220,000 jobs over the next decade.

• Stocks began week with solid gains and Britain’s pound jumped on the last gasp extension of 
BREXIT talks. News of additional effort between UK and EU to salvage a deal lifted Europe’s main 
shares indexes 1% and pushed the euro up against the strained dollar.
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